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ABSTRACT 
Early detection of the breast cancer can decrease mortality rates. Screening 
mammography is considered the most reliable method in early detection of breast 
cancer. Due to the high volume of mammograms to be read by a physician, the 
accuracy rate tends to decrease. Thus, automatic digital mammograms reading 
becomes highly enviable, it is premised that the computer aided diagnosis systems 
are required to assist physicians/radiologists to achieve high efficiency and 
effectiveness. Meanwhile, recent advances in the field of image processing have 
revealed that level of noise highly affect the mammogram images quality and 
classification performance of the classifiers. Therefore, this study investigates the 
functionality of wavelet de-noising filters for improving images quality. The dataset 
taken from Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS). The best PSNR and 
MSE values 46.36423dB (hard thresholding) and 1.827967 achieved with Daub3 
filter. Whilst, several medical imaging modalities and applications based on data 
mining techniques have been proposed and developed. However, fuzzy soft set 
theory has been merely experimented for medical images even though the choice of 
convenient parameterization makes fuzzy soft set practicable for decision making 
applications. Therefore, the viability of fuzzy soft set for classification of 
mammograms images has been scrutinized. Experimental results show better 
classification performance in the presence/absence of de-noise filter in mammogram 
images where the highest classification rate occurs with Daub3 (Level 1) with 
accuracy 75.64% (hard threshold), precision 46.11%, recall  84.67%, F-Macro 
75.64%, F-Micro 60% and performance of FussCyier without de-noise filter 
classification accuracy 66.49%, precision 80.83%, recall 50% and F-Micro 68.18%. 
Thus, the results show that proposed approach FussCyier gives high level of 
accuracy and reduce the complexity of the classification phase, thus provides an 
alternative technique to categorize mammogram images.  
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ABSTRAK 
Pengesanan awal terhadap kanser payudara boleh mengurangkan kadar kematian. 
Ujian mamografi merupakan kaedah pengesanan awal kanser payudara yang terbaik. 
Oleh kerana terlalu banyak mamogram yang perlu dibaca oleh pakar perubatan, 
maka kadar ketepatan pengesanan berkurang. Bacaan mamogram digital secara 
automatik memberi saingan yang sangat tinggi, Oleh yang demikian, sistem 
diagnosis bantuan komputer diperlukan untuk membantu pakar perubatan/radiologi 
untuk mencapai tahap keberkesanan dan kecekapan yang tinggi. Kemajuan terkini 
dalam bidang pemprosesan imej telah mendedahkan bahawa tahap hingar data sangat 
memberi kesan kepada kualiti imej mamogram dan prestasi pengelasan. Oleh itu, 
kajian ini mengkaji fungsi penapisan gelombang derau untuk mempertingkatkan 
kualiti imej. Dataset telah diperoleh daripada Mammographic Image Analysis 
Society (MIAS). Nilai PSNR terbaik dicapai pada 46.36423dB(ambang keras) 
dengan penapisan gelombang Daub3. Manakala, beberapa kaedah pengimejan 
perubatan dan aplikasi berdasarkan teknik-teknik perlombongan data telah 
dicadangkan dan dibangunkan. Walau bagaimanapun, teori set kabur lembut hanya 
diuji untuk imej perubatan walaupun pilihan pemparameteran yang sesuai 
menjadikan set kabur lembut dilaksanakan untuk aplikasi membuat keputusan. 
Keberkesanan set kabur lembut untuk pengelasan imej mamogram telah diteliti. 
Hasil eksperimen menunjukkan bahawa ketepatan pengelasan lebih baik dengan 
kehadiran/ketiadaan hingar dalam imej mamogram di mana kadar pengelasan yang 
paling tinggi berlaku pada Daub3 (tahap 1) dengan ketepatan 75.64% (ambang 
keras), kepersisan 46.11%, perolehan kembali 84.67%, F-Makro 75.64%, F-Mikro 
60% dan kadar klasifikasi tanpa hingar dengan ketepatan 66.49%, kepersisan 
80.83%, perolehan kembali 50% dan F-Mikro 68.18%. Oleh itu, hasil keputusan 
menunjukkan bahawa pendekatan yang dicadangkan FussCyier memberi tahap 
ketepatan yang tinggi dan mengurangkan kekompleksan untuk pengelasan dengan 
menyediakan teknik alternatif untuk mengkategorikan imej mamogram. 
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 CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background of the Study 
Medical image processing technology has been one of the most important techniques 
in treating diseases by creating precise images of human bodies. It encompasses 
image segmentation, feature extraction, classification, image matching, motion 
tracking, detect changes of image sequences, measurement of anatomical and 
physiological parameters from images (Otoom et al., 2015; Saha et al., 2015). On the 
other hand, it assists physicians and scientists to reveal and diagnose many types of 
diseases and illnesses, such as pneumonia and cancer. These medical images are 
mostly resolute in the field of radiology, in which X-ray, Computed Tomography 
(CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), ultrasound, Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET), digital mammogram images are involved for diagnosis and 
prognosis of diseases (Ramani et al., 2013).  
One of the second largest leading causes of deaths among women is breast 
cancer (Saha et al., 2015). Presently, there are no methods to avert breast cancer, that 
is why early detection indicate an extremely important factor in cancer treatment and 
allow reaching a high survival rate (Otoom et al., 2015; Zaidi & ElNaqa, 2010). At 
the same time, breast cancer etiologies are not clear and neither do they have reasons 
for the increased number of breast cancer cases all around the world. However, 
previous studies demonstrated that the possibility to cure breast cancer can increase 
by 40 percent or up to 40 percent if it is identified in its early stage (Howell et al., 
2014; Srinivas & Bangalore, 2012).   
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Thus, automatic digital mammograms reading turn out to be extremely 
enviable, that is why the Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems are required to 
assist the  physicians/radiologists to attain elevated effectiveness in detecting subtle 
lesions and reducing the probability of the risk of failure in detecting abnormalities 
(Fenton et al., 2013). In other words, CAD in screening mammographic images is 
considered as an immediate available opinion for radiologists in identifying high 
suspicious regions of malignancy (Howell et al., 2014). 
However, CAD still facing challenging problems such as  low image quality 
(film noise, low contrast resolutions) and lack of sensitive algorithms for detection 
of cancerous images (Otoom et al., 2015; James & Dasarathy, 2014). In view of the 
fact that, the need for improving the image quality which arose from the signal noise 
(Naveed et al., 2012). A solution to this problem is the de-noising of the images. 
Therefore, de-noising is primarily used to take away noise that is present in 
mammogram images and preserve the significant information (Rangarajan et al., 
2002). Consequently, wavelet based noise removal has gained much consideration of 
the researchers for several years (Xiao & Zhang, 2011; Bruni & Vitulano, 2007). 
Wavelet de-noising filters have been successfully employed in image compression, 
noise reduction, image enhancement, texture analysis/segmentation and multi-scale 
registration (Xiao & Zhang, 2011; Xu et al., 1994; Yang et al., 2010) and not yet 
fully utilized for mammogram images classification. 
Hence, this study investigates the functionality of wavelet de-noising filters 
for noise removal in order to enhance the images quality and viability of fuzzy soft 
set for classification of mammogram images to increase the classification accuracy 
while lower the classifier complexity. To accomplish these major tasks, proposed 
classifier FussCyier comprises of six phases that are data acquisition, data pre-
processing, feature extraction, data partitioning, classification using FussCyier and 
performance evaluation. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Despite the fact that, when addressing the mammogram image classification, the 
emphasis has been placed in the direction of developing image processing algorithms 
that attempt to improve the imaging quality and regions of interest within images 
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(Naveed et al., 2012). Even though, the enhancements to images quality have a 
positive impact towards images classification (James & Dasarathy, 2014). However, 
the noise present in the images is subtle and varied in appearance which adversely 
affects classification accuracy of mammogram images (Naveed et al., 2012; Malar et 
al., 2012). Besides, it is worth noting that there have been relatively few research on 
the noise removal for mammogram images (Saha et al., 2015, Malar et al., 2013; 
Naveed et al., 2012); nevertheless, much emphasis has been placed on standard 
images and other medical images (MRI, ultrasound, CT scan) for noise removal 
(Taujuddin & Ibrahim, 2015; Sidh et al., 2012; Arivazhagan et al., 2007).  
Meanwhile, medical diagnosis and prognosis problems are prime examples of 
decision making in the face of uncertainty (Begum & Devi, 2011). Uncertainties 
affect the image analysis and the most challenging problem in image analysis and 
pattern recognition research is classification (Souza et al., 2008; Mitra & Pal, 2005). 
Thus, fuzzy set theory plays a vital role in formalizing uncertainties for medical 
diagnosis and prognosis (Zadeh, 1965; Adlassnig, 1986; Steimann, 2001). To handle 
uncertainty in the decision making, the use of fuzzy set theory has given rise to a lot 
of new methods of pattern recognition such as Mushrif et al., (2006) offered a novel 
method Soft Set Classifier (SSC) for classification of natural textures using the 
notions of soft set theory.  
However, soft set theory is appropriate for binary numbers although still 
difficult to handle real numbers (Herawan et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2011). For that 
reason, fuzzy soft set can handle fuzzy attributes (parameters in the form of real 
numbers) (Roy & Maji, 2007; Handaga & Deris, 2011). Later, Handaga et al., (2012) 
demonstrated a new application of soft set for numerical data classification by 
offering a more general concept based on similarity measure between two fuzzy soft 
sets that is Fuzzy Soft Set Classifier (FSSC), which can handle parameters in the 
form of real numbers, yet, FSSC has high algorithm complexity. 
Limitations of the earlier studies and lack of work on the mammogram 
images classification using similarity measure on fuzzy soft set motivated the present 
research. Thus, the present study is intended to increase the mammogram images 
quality by incorporating wavelet threshold de-noising functions (pre-processing 
phase) whilst introducing distance measure function for mammogram images 
classification and named the proposed classifier as FussCyier. All these three 
classifiers SSC, FSSC and FussCyier comprised of three phases: pre-processing, 
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training and testing respectively. In order to appraise the performance of FussCyier, 
existing fuzzy soft set classifiers SSC and FSSC were used to benchmark the 
proposed FussCyier. After that, performances of these three classifiers were 
evaluated by five performance measures which are classification accuracy, precision, 
recall, F-Macro and F-Micro.  
1.3 Research Objectives 
Based on the research background and the related issues, three objectives of this 
research have been formulated as follows: 
i. To propose a wavelet threshold de-noising filter in the pre-processing phase. 
ii. To propose and develop a classifier FussCyier for mammogram images 
classification based on fuzzy soft set. 
iii. To evaluate the performance of FussCyier based on classification accuracy, 
precision, recall, F-Macro and F-Micro and to compare with existing fuzzy 
soft set based classification algorithms which are Soft Set Classifier (SSC) 
and Fuzzy Soft Set Classifier (FSSC). 
1.4 Research Scope 
This study focuses only on testing the effectiveness of an alternative approach 
FussCyier for mammogram images classification to be categorised into two classes 
namely benign and malignant. Mammogram images were taken from the 
Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) dataset (Suckling et al., 1994). The 
performance of FussCyier is validated based on five performance measures namely: 
classification accuracy, precision, recall, F-Macro and F-Micro with the existing 
fuzzy soft set based classification algorithms SSC and FSSC. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
This chapter portrays the briefing of the research. The description encompasses the 
background of the study, motivation, research objectives, research scope and the 
thesis outline. In general, this chapter has not only given the preliminary depiction of 
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the research, thus it is an executive summary of the entire research. At the end of this 
chapter, the organization of the following chapters is discussed in brief to give an 
overall picture of this thesis. The thesis consists of seven chapters, which are briefly 
described as follows:  
Chapter 1: Introduction explains an overview of the research encompasses 
the background of the study, motivation, research objectives, scope of the study and 
thesis outline respectively.  
Chapter 2: Literature Review begins with a glance through soft set theory and 
fuzzy soft set. The important definitions of soft set theory and fuzzy soft set which 
structure the focus point of this research are explained in details with some examples. 
The discussion then continues on computer-aided mammography, mammogram 
images and breast cancer detection. Later, several complementary approaches and 
prior research for studying mammogram images and their relevance to the 
classification tasks is presented. 
Chapter 3: Research Methodology illustrates the methodology of the research 
starting from choosing the data used in the experiment until the evaluation of the 
experimental results. The methodology presented for FussCyier consisting of six 
phases namely data acquisition, data pre-processing, feature extraction, data 
partitioning, classification using FussCyier and performance evaluation. Each phase 
contains its different steps and delivers useful results to be used in the next phase.  
Chapter 4: Design and implementation of FussCyier describes the 
development of a proposed classification algorithm for mammogram images. 
FussCyier uses distance measure fuzzy soft set to classify mammogram images. The 
chapter presents the main three phases involved in the development of FussCyier 
namely: pre-processing, training and testing phase respectively. Afterwards, 
FussCyier is explained with few examples. 
Chapter 5: Pre-Processing results and discussion. A thorough analysis related 
to identified factors namely: effect of threshold determination on image quality, 
effect of data partition, effect of presence/absence of de-noise filter and effect of de-
noising before and after Region of Interest (ROI) were examined. The proposed de-
noising filters allows for a significant improvement in FussCyier efficiency by 
finding the appropriate parameter settings that must be examined. The obtained 
results address the first objective of this study. 
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Chapter 6: Classification results and discussion presents the performance of 
the FussCyier and explained the effectiveness of the FussCyier when compared with 
SSC and FSSC in terms of classification accuracy, precision, recall, F-Macro and F-
Micro. Chapter 6 answered the second and third objectives of the study. 
Finally, Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future works presents a summary of the 
dissertation research. Significant contributions are highlighted and additional 
avenues for research works are given. 
 
 CHAPTER 2 
 
 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter instigates by laying out historical perspective of soft set and preliminary 
concept of fuzzy soft set theory; afterwards, it looks at how digital mammography 
and early breast cancer detection led to the growth of the computer aided 
diagnosis/detection systems. An overview of computer-aided mammography and 
medical diagnosis using data mining techniques with relevant research summary are 
presented. Subsequently, an overview of wavelet transform, and wavelet threshold 
de-noising filters are discussed. Later, the purpose of reviewing the relevant issues 
associated with mammogram images was to identify contributing and influential 
aspects towards mammogram images classification in order to develop research 
framework are also discussed. 
2.2 An Overview of Soft Set 
The derivation of soft set theory could be map out from the work of Pawlak (1994) 
titled in hard and soft set in proceeding of the International workshop on rough sets 
and knowledge discovery at Banff. Pawlak notion of soft sets was a incorporated 
view of classical, rough and fuzzy sets. This aggravated Molodtsov (1999) therein, 
the basic notions of soft set theory and its possible applications into several 
directions, such as: smoothness of functions, Riemann integration and discussed 
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some problems of the future with regards to the theory. Soft set theory does not 
necessitate the specification of a parameter; as a substitute it holds approximate 
descriptions of an object as its preliminary point. This theory allows any 
parameterization with the help of words, sentences, functions, mappings, and makes 
natural formalism for approximate reasoning (Kharal, & Ahmad, 2009; Ibrahim & 
Yusuf, 2012; Maji et al., 2003). 
Later, Maji et al., (2002) gave convenient application of soft set in decision 
making problems.It was based on the notion of knowledge reduction of rough sets. 
Kovkov et al., (2007) found potential results by applying soft set to optimization 
theory, game theory and operations research. Zou & Xiao (2008) have demonstrated 
the link between soft set and data analysis in incomplete information systems. On the 
other hand, Yang et al., (2007) stressed that soft sets required to be extend to 
improve its potential capability in practical engineering applications. Later, Herawan 
& Deris, (2011) showed an approach based on soft set theory for association rules 
mining.  
In the work of Maji et al., (2002) soft set theory was applied to solve a 
decision making problem using rough set theory and an algorithm to select the 
optimal choice of an object was provided. The algorithm used fewer parameters to 
select the optimal object for a decision problem. Thus; there is a straightforward 
relationship between the decision values of objects and the conditional parameters. 
That is, the decision value is calculated with respect to the conditional parameters. 
This is quite unlike in the case of rough sets. In rough set theory the decision 
attributes are not computed according to the conditional attributes. 
Later, Mushrif et al., (2006) offered a novel method for classification of 
natural textures using the notions of soft set theory. All features from the natural 
textures consisted of real numbers. For the dataset, twenty-five texture classes with 
fourteen textures features were used. Out of fourty-nine images, fourteen images 
were randomly selected for training set and the remaining thirty-five images were for 
testing set. The proposed method successfully classified natural textures. The 
proposed algorithm had very low computational complexity when compared with 
Bayes classification technique.  
In addition, soft set theory has been associated by other mathematical theories 
by many researchers such as rough set theory (Herawan & Deris, 2009) and fuzzy set 
theory (Roy & Maji, 2007; Jiang et al., 2011). Therefore, soft set theory proved an 
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important literary genre in the research community and extended to data analysis 
(Zou & Xiao, 2008; Ali, 2011, Ali et al., 2009; Herawan & Deris, 2011), decision-
making (Handaga et al., 2012; Mushrif et al., 2006; Maji et al., 2002; Jiang et al., 
2011; Cagman & Enginoglu, 2010). 
The elementary notions of soft set have been offered as follows: Let U
 
be 
initial universe set and let E be the set of parameters that describes objects inU . 
Parameters are properties of objects, normally known as attributes or characteristics 
of objects. Let ( )UP  denote the power set of U  and EA ⊂  (Molodtsov, 1999). 
 
Definition of Soft Set Let U  be initial universe set and EA ⊂
 be a subset of 
parameters. Let ( )UP  denote the power set ofU . A pair ( )AF,  is called a soft set of 
U if and only if  F  is mapping of E  into the set of all subsets of the set, i.e.: 
( )UPAF →:
 (2.1) 
Thus, soft set ( )EF ,  is a parameterised family of subsets of the U. Every set
( )εF , for ε ∈  E, from this family may be considered as ε -elements of the soft set 
( )EF ,
 or the set of ε -approximate elements of the soft set. For illustration, let 
consider the following example as it is mentioned from the work of (Maji et al., 
2003; Herawan & Deris, 2009). 
Example 1: A soft set ( )EF ,
 
illustrates the attractiveness of shirts that Mr. Y 
is going to buy. 
U  – is the set attractiveness of shirts under consideration 
E  – is the set of parameters. Each is a word or a sentence 
 
Let consider a soft set ( )EF ,  which depicts the “attractiveness of shirts” that 
Mr. Y is going to buy. Suppose that there are six shirts in the universe U  under 
consideration. 
{ }
654321
,,,,, ssssssU =
 (2.2) 
And E  is a set of decision parameters 
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





= 5,4,3,2,1
eeeeeE  (2.3) 
where, 
1e  : Stands for parameter “expensive” 
2e  : Stands for parameter “beautiful” 
3e  : Stands for parameter “colourful” 
4e  :  Stands for parameter “cheap” 
5e  : Stands for parameter “warm” 
 
Consider the mapping ( )UPEF →:  is given by where (.) is to be filled in by 
one of parameters Ee ∈ . 
Suppose that; 
( )1eF = { }42  , ss  
( )2eF = { }31  , ss  
( )3eF = { }543 , , sss  
( )4eF = { }531 , , sss  
( )5eF = { }1s  
 
Hence, ( )1eF  means expensive shirt whose functional value is the set{ }4,2 ss . 
Therefore, soft set ( )EF ,  as a collection of approximates as follows: 
 
( )
{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }
{ } 














=
=
=
=
=
=
  shirts warm
, shirtsbright 
,,, shirts colorful
,,  shirts beautiful
, shirts expensive
,
1
531
543
31
42
s
,s,ss
sss
ss
,ss
EF  
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In this example to define a soft set means to point out expensive, beautiful, colourful 
and so on. Each approximation has two parts: 
a.  a predicate p   
b.  An approximation value set v   
 
Accordingly, a soft set ( )EF ,  can be viewed as collection of approximations 
as shown in Section 2.2.1. 
2.2.1 Tabular Representation of Soft Set 
Soft set is represented in the form of a table, where the columns are labelled by 
parameters and rows are labelled by objects and all the entries of the table are 
parameter values. Let us consider U as a universe set of objects (say attractiveness of 
shirts) given by { }654321 ,,,,, ssssssU =  and E  as a set of parameter given by
{ }5,4,3,2,1 eeeeeE = . An illustrative example of tabular representation of soft set is 
shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Tabular Representation of a Soft Set ( )EF ,  
U  Expensive Beautiful Colorful Cheap Warm 
1s  0 1 0 1 1 
2s  1 0 0 0 0 
3s  0 1 1 1 0 
4s  1 0 1 0 0 
5s  0 0 1 1 0 
6s  0 0 0 0 0 
 
Hence, soft set is represented in the form of a table as shown as Table 2.1. It 
can be concluded that a soft set is the collection of approximate description of an 
object. The exact description is not necessary (Molodtsov, 1999). 
( ) { }nvnpvpvpEF ==== ,....,22,11,
 
(2.4) 
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Thus, entries 
ijs  corresponds to the attractiveness of shirts ix  and feature vector je  
where 
ijs  is the value of ix  in ( )jeF . Thus, for the purpose of sorting a soft set in a 
computer, it could be representing in a tabular form corresponding to the soft set in 
the above example (Herawan & Deris, 2009). 
2.2.2 Theoretical Background of Fuzzy Soft Set 
The idea of fuzzy set was initiated by Zadeh to permit elements to belong to a set in a 
gradual rather than an immediate way (i.e. permitting memberships valued in the 
interval [0, 1] instead of in the set {0, 1} (Zadeh, 1965). Subsequently, growth of 
applications are based on this simple concept that include been advanced to such an 
extent, nowadays, it is basically impossible to encounter any problem where 
applications and products are not based on fuzzy sets.  
Definition of Fuzzy Soft Set  
Let U be an initial universal set and let E be set of parameters. Let P(U) denote the 
power set of all fuzzy subsets of U and A ⊆ E.  A pair (F, E) is called a fuzzy soft set 
over U, where F is a mapping given by F: A→ P (U) (Maji et al., 2001). 
In the above definition, fuzzy subsets in the universe U are used as substitutes 
for the crisp subsets of U. Hence it is easy to see that every (classical) soft set may be 
considered as a fuzzy soft set. Generally speaking F(ε) is a fuzzy sub-set in U and it 
is called the fuzzy approximate value set of the parameter ε. 
It is well known that the notion of fuzzy sets provides a convenient tool for 
representing vague concepts by allowing partial member-ships. In the definition of a 
fuzzy soft set, fuzzy subsets are used as substitutes for the crisp subsets. Hence every 
soft set may be considered as a fuzzy soft set. In addition, by analogy with soft set, 
one easily sees that every fuzzy soft set can be viewed as an (fuzzy) information 
system and be represented by a data table with entries belonging to the unit interval 
[0,1]. 
Maji et al., (2001) bring in the notion of fuzzy soft set where this concept has 
been combined with soft set, named as fuzzy soft set and discussed its several 
properties. He proposed fuzzy soft set as an attractive expansion of soft set, with 
additional features to correspond to uncertainty and vagueness, on the top of 
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incompleteness. Recent investigations (Kong et al., 2009; Roy & Maji, 2007; Maji et 
al., 2002) had revealed that how both theories (soft set and fuzzy soft set) can be 
combined into a more flexible, further significant framework for modeling and 
processing incomplete information in information system. As a result, fuzzy soft set 
combines the strength of both soft sets and fuzzy sets. Thus, the results from fuzzy 
soft set further enlarge the scope of applications of soft set theory in several 
directions. 
Later, Maji et al., (2002) proposed an algorithm for decision making 
problems. Their proposed algorithm has similarity with soft set classifier proposed by 
Mushrif et al., (2006) for texture classification. Interestingly, the algorithm used by 
Roy & Maji (2007) in the decision making problem with the theory of fuzzy soft set 
was inspired from the work of (Mushrif et al., 2006). In addition, the concept of 
measuring similarity between two fuzzy soft set has been studied by Majumdar & 
Samanta (2010) and Kharal & Ahmad (2009). Afterwards, Herawan & Deris (2009) 
stated that Pawlak’s and Iwinski’s rough sets can be considered as soft set.  
Example 2.1: (Majumdar & Samanta, 2010) suppose a fuzzy soft set ),( EF  
describes attractiveness of the shirts with respect to the given parameters which the 
authors are going to wear, { }4,3,2,1 xxxxU = which is set of all shirts under 
consideration. Let ( )UP
 be the collection of all fuzzy subsets of U. Also let 
".","","","" 4321 warmecheapebrightecolorfuleE ====  
( ) ,
4.0
4
,
1.0
3
,
4.0
2
,
3.0
11








=
xxxx
eF
 
( ) ,5.04,3.03,7.02,0.1 12 







=
xxxx
eF  
( ) ,6.04,6.03,4.02,2.013 







=
xxxx
eF  
( ) .0.1 4,0.1 3,0.1 2,0.014 







=
xxxx
eF
 
Fuzzy soft set is represented in the form of a table, where the columns are 
labelled by parameters and rows are labelled by objects and all the entries of the table 
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are parameter as shown in Table 2.2.  
Table 2.2: Tabular Representation of Fuzzy Soft Set ( )EF,  
U/E 1e  2e  3e  4e  
1x  0.3 1.0 0.2 0 
2x  0.4 0.7 0.4 1.0 
3x  0.1 0.3 0.6 1.0 
4x  0.4 0.5 0.6 1.0 
 
Here, rows and columns in the data Table 2.2 correspond to objects and 
attributes correspondingly. Therefore, Table 2.2 presents the numerical representation 
of fuzzy soft set. 
2.3 Application of Fuzzy Soft Set in Numerical Classification Problems 
There are two underpinning concepts for the application of fuzzy soft set in 
numerical classification problems namely: (a) concept of decision making problems 
based on soft set theory (b) concept of measuring similarity between two fuzzy soft 
set. 
2.3.1 Concept of Decision Making Problems Based on Soft Set Theory 
Two well-known classification algorithms based on decision making problems are 
presented (a) classification algorithm for natural textures proposed by Mushrif et al., 
(2006) (b) an algorithm based on fuzzy soft set for decision making problems 
proposed by Roy & Maji (2007) are presented. Both classification algorithms are 
discussed briefly. 
2.3.2 Classification Algorithm for Natural Textures 
Based on an application of soft set in a decision making problem presented by Maji 
et al., (2002), Mushrif et al., (2006) offered a novel method for classification of 
natural textures using the notions of soft set theory. Twenty-five texture classes with 
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fourteen texture features were used. Out of forty-nine images, fourteen images were 
randomly selected for training set and the remaining thirty-five images were for 
testing set. The proposed method successfully classified natural textures and yields 
best results in terms of classification accuracy and computation time compared to 
Bayes classifier and minimum distance classifier using Euclidean distance. Later, 
Handaga & Deris (2011) proposed numerical data classification based on fuzzy soft 
set inspired from the work of Mushrif et al., (2006) for different datasets of numeric 
data type and datasets had a value between [0, 1].  
2.3.3 Comparison Table of Soft Set ),( EF  
Comparison table is a square table in which number of rows and number of columns 
both are equal and  labelled by objects named noooo ,......,3,2,1  of the universe, and the 
entry ijg  is the number of parameters for which the value of io  exceeds or is equal 
to the value of jo , for nji ,....,2,1, = . Clearly, jidijg ,,0 ∀≤≤  where d  is the number 
of parameters in E . Therefore, ijg  is a numerical measure that indicates the object 
io  over an object jo  in ijg  number of parameters out of d  parameters (Mushrif et 
al., 2006). 
 
The row sum of an object io  is denoted by ir  and it is computed as follows:
 
∑
=
=
n
j
ijgir
1
 (2.5) 
The column sum of an object jo  is denoted by jt  and is calculated as 
follows: 
∑
=
=
n
i
ijgit
1
 (2.6) 
Difference between ir  and it  is called score of an object that is given by the 
formula as follows  
niitiriS ,.....,2,1, =−=  (2.7) 
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The score S  is a vector containing n elements and io  is the most favourable 
object in the dataset where index i  corresponds to the largest element in S .  
Figure 2.1 shows classification algorithm for natural textures proposed by 
(Mushrif et al., 2006). The classification algorithm involved two phase namely: 
training and classification phase. For training phase, classifier works by calculating 
the average value of each parameter from all objects with same class. Then, 
construction a comparison table as discussed in Section 2.3.3 to take an optimal 
decision from maximum score computed from the comparison table. The next step is 
to calculate score to determine class label for the test data.  
 
Algorithm 1: Texture Classification based on soft set   
Training phase 
1. Given N samples obtained from the texture w , decompose each sample with wavelet 
transform 
2. Compute the 1L  norm of each channel of the wavelet decomposition and obtain a feature 
vector NiwiE ,..,2,1, =  
3. Calculate the cluster center vector NiEw ,..,2,1, = using equation below 
∑
=
=
N
i
wiENw
E
1
1
 
4. Repeat the process for all W  classes. 
5. Obtain soft set model ( )EF , , which is DW× table of cluster centers in which an element of 
the table is wdg  
Classification phase 
1. Decompose an unknown texture with the wavelet transform 
2. Compute the 1L  norm of each channel of the wavelet decomposition and obtain a feature 
vector fE
.
 
3. Obtain a  soft set ( )EF , , in which an element elements wdp , Ww ,..,2,1=  and Dd ,..,2,1=
is calculated using equation  
)max(1 wdg
Efdwdg
wdp
−
−=
 
4. Compute comparison table of  soft set ( )AF ,
 
as explained in Section 2.3.3 
5. Compute the score vector Susing Equations  2.5, 2.6, 2.7. 
6. Assign the unknown data to class w if ( ) == S
W
w
w 1maxarg . 
Figure 2.1: Classification algorithm for natural textures  
Where, 
Ww ,..,2,1=  and Dd ,..,2,1=  
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a row wdg  is a cluster centre vector for every class w  having D  features 
Later, Feng et al., (2010) shows that algorithm for natural textures is an 
effective method for selecting the optimal alternative in decision making problem 
based on fuzzy soft set while the counter example given by Kong et al., (2009) is not 
sufficient for concluding that Roy & Maji (2007) method for decision making 
problems is incorrect. 
2.3.4 Algorithm Based on Fuzzy Soft Set for Decision Making Problems 
Roy & Maji (2007) offered a classification algorithm based on fuzzy soft set for 
decision making problems which is similar to the algorithm proposed by Mushrif et 
al., (2006) to classify the natural textures. Algorithm 2 illustrates fuzzy soft set 
algorithm for decision making problems proposed by (Roy & Maji, 2007). The 
algorithm can be analyzed as a multi–observer decision making problem, where final 
identification of the object is based on the set of inputs from the different observers 
who provide the overall object characteristic in terms of diverse sets of parameters. 
This algorithm involves construction of comparison table form the resultant fuzzy 
soft set and the final optimal decision was taken based on the maximum score 
computed from the comparison table as shown in Figure 2.2.  
 
Algorithm 2: Fuzzy Soft Set Decision Making 
1. Input  fuzzy soft sets ),~(),~(),,~( CHandBGAF  
2. Input parameter set P as observed by the observer 
3. Compute the corresponding resultant fuzzy soft set ),~( PS  from the fuzzy soft sets  
),~(),,~(),,~( CHBGAF
 
and place it tabular form. 
4. Construct the comparison table of fuzzy soft set ),~( PS  and compute c using equation 
∑=
=
n
i
iji cr
1
and it using equation ∑
=
=
n
j
ijcjt
1
for iio ∀,
.
 
5. Compute the score vector iS using equation itiris −=  
6. The decision is ko
 if iik ss max=  
7. If k has more than one value then any one of ko  may be chosen 
Figure 2.2: Fuzzy Soft Set Decision Making (Roy & Maji, 2007) 
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Example 2.2: Let { }6,..,3,.2,1 ooooU =  be the universe of objects. The tabular 
representation of the resultant fuzzy soft set ),( PS  as shown in  Table 2.3 whereas 
with choice values is given by Table 2.4 (obtained in step 3). For more details of 
Algorithm 2 (refer to paper, Section 4 of (Roy & Maji, 2007). 
Table 2.3: Tabular Representation of Resultant Fuzzy Soft Set ),( PS   
U/E 1e  2e  3e  4e  5e  6e  7e  
1x  0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.5 
2x  0.3 0.3 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.5 
3x  0.4 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.7 
4x  0.8 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 
5x  0.2 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.5 
6x
 
0.3 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 
 
Table 2.4: Tabular Representation of Resultant Fuzzy Soft Set ),( PS  with Choice 
Values 
U/E 1e  2e  3e  4e  5e  6e  7e  
Choice value
)( ic  
1x  0.3 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.5 1.9 
2x  0.3 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.5 2.1 
3x  0.4 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.6 2.3 
4x  0.7 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 2.0 
5x  0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.4 2.6 
6x
 
0.3 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 2.2 
 
As a result, Table 2. 5 shows the score table of ),( PS .  
Table 2.5: Comparison Table Fuzzy Soft Set ),( PS  
U/E 1e  2e  3e  4e  5e  6e  
1o  7 4 2 4 4 4 
2o  6 7 5 5 3 3 
3o  6 7 7 5 3 3 
4o  4 4 4 7 2 3 
5o  3 4 4 6 7 6 
6o
 
4 5 4 6 3 7 
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Later, computed row sum ir and column sum it
 and the score is  for each io . 
Table 2.6: Score Table of the Fuzzy Soft Set ),( PS  
U/E Row Sum Column Sum Score 
1o  25 30 -5 
2o  29 31 -2 
3o  31 26 5 
4o  24 33 -9 
5o  30 22 8 
6o
 
29 26 3 
 
From the above score in Table 2.6, it is clear that the maximum score is 8,
 
and 
the decision is in the favor 5o  of the selecting 5o .
 
2.4 Similarity Measures between Fuzzy Soft Sets 
Measuring similarity between two entities is an elementary step for numerous data 
mining tasks concerning such as classification and clustering. Similarity measures 
quantify the extent to which different patterns, signals, images or sets are alike 
(Baccour et al., 2014; Handaga et al., 2012). A number of researchers had studied the 
problem of measuring the similarity between fuzzy sets, fuzzy numbers and vague 
sets (Chen et al., 1995; Zwick et al., 1987).  
Bloch (1999) applied fuzzy similarity measure to image processing. Lately, 
Majumdar & Samantra, (2010) had carried out a study on the similarity of fuzzy soft 
set and describe how it can be applied to medical diagnosis to identify whether a 
person is suffering from a certain disease. Baccour et al., (2014) present properties of 
fuzzy similarities from the literature and discuss their validation to the common 
existing properties. The studies on fuzzy similarities are mostly theoretical explained 
(Chen et al., 1995; Pappis & Karacapilidis, 1993). When fuzzy distances are 
concerned, several problems can be addressed which are categories in three types 
(Bloch & Maitre, 1995). 
(a) Distances between two points in a fuzzy set 
(b) Distances from a point to a fuzzy set 
(c) Distances between two fuzzy sets 
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The first type of distance is less treated in the literature. In context to crisp 
case, this kind of distance is widely used in classical image processing and pattern 
recognition (Serra, 1983). Second type of fuzzy distance is distances from a point to 
a fuzzy set, which does not earn much attention in the literature, although they are 
useful in image processing: they can be used for classification purposes where a 
point has to be attributed to the nearest fuzzy class, or when considering distance 
from a point to the complement of a fuzzy set such distances based on fuzzy 
mathematical morphology (Bloch, 1996).  
The third kind of distance between two fuzzy sets is the most widely 
addressed in the literature, but not often in the context of image processing and 
classification. Applications of such distances cover a very large field, including 
image registration, assessment of relationships between image components, 
comparison of imprecise image objects, structural pattern recognition (Bloch, 1999). 
In general these applications can be grouped into two classes. The first class deals 
with distances dedicated to the comparison of shapes, these shapes being possibly 
contained in different images, or represent one image object and one model object. 
The concerned applications are related to registration and to recognition.  
The second class deals with distances between two objects in the same image, 
and provides measures for quantifying how far one object is from the other. It can 
also serve for model-based pattern recognition, as relationships between image 
(respectively model) objects (Bloch, 1999). Kalaiselvi & Inbarani, (2013) used fuzzy 
soft set similarity measure for gene expression data to enhance the accuracy to 
predict the stages among cancer genes and the informative genes are selected by 
using Entropy filtering. Some notes on distance measures are presented below:  
2.4.1 Similarity Measures Based on Distance Measures 
Pappis & Karacapilidis (1993) proposed the following similarity measure 
( ) ( )iBiAiBAL µµ −−= max1,
                                  
(2.8) 
( )
∑
∑
=
=
+
−
−=
n
i
i
B
i
A
n
i
i
B
i
A
BAS
1
11,
µµ
µµ
            
(2.9) 
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where  
i
Aµ  and 
i
Bµ  respectively the membership  degree of the thi  elements in sets A 
and B of N elements. 
Chen et al., (1995) studied the measure proposed by Pappis & Karacapilidis 
(1993) and demonstrated that the Equation 2.9 is based on geometric distance model 
proposed in the work of (Zwick et al., 1987).   
( ) ( ) r
rn
i
ibiaBArd
1
1
,










∑
=
−=
           
(2.10) 
where 
( )naaaaa ...,.........3,2,1=  and ( )nbbbbb ...,.........3,2,1=  are two points in a n 
dimensional space. When r approaches rd  ∞  becomes 
ibiad −=∞ max            (2.11)
 
 
Chen et al., (1995) proposed the following measure between fuzzy values. 
( )
n
n
i
i
B
i
A
BAW
∑
=
−
−=
11,
µµ
          
(2.12)
 
where  
i
Aµ  and 
i
Bµ   the membership  degree of the thi  elements 
n  is number of elements 
 
Wang (1997) proposed the following similarity  
( ) ∑
=






−−=
n
i
i
B
i
An
BAS
1
11,2 µµ
       
(2.13) 
where  
i
Aµ  and 
i
Bµ   the membership  degree of the thi  elements 
n  is number of elements 
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2.4.2 Similarity between Two Generalized Fuzzy Soft Set 
Most of the definitions and results presented in this Section 2.4.2 may be found in the 
work of (Majumdar & Samantra, 2010). 
2.4.3 Preliminaries 
Let U be the universal set of elements and { }meeeE ,....,2,1=   be the universal set of 
parameters. Let δρ G and F  be the two general fuzzy soft sets over the parameterised 
family universe ( )EU , .  
So,  
( ) ( )( ){ }mieeFF ii ,...,2,1,, == ρρ
    
(2.14) 
and   
( ) ( )( ){ }miieieGG ,...,2,1,, == δδ
   
(2.15) 
Therefore, ( ){ } ( ){ }miemiieFF ,..,2,1,iGG~  and  ,..,2,1,~ ====  are two families of 
fuzzy soft sets. As a result, similarity between GF ~  and ~  is determined and it is 
denoted by ( )GFM ~,~ . Subsequently, the similarity between the two fuzzy soft sets ρ  
and δ is found and is denoted by ( )δρ ,m . Later, the similarity between the two fuzzy 
soft sets ρF  and δG  is denoted as ( ) ( )GFMGFS ~,~, =δρ  and 1== δρ .  
Now the formula for similarity measure is; 
( ) ( )
( )∑
=
+
∑
=
−
−==
n
j
ijGijF
nj ijGijFGFiMGFS
1
~~
1
~~
1~,~, δρ .      (2.16) 
where  
ijF
(
 : ( ) ( )jxieF(µ . 
ijG
(
 : ( )( )jxieG(µ . 
 
Thus, F and G are two families of fuzzy soft sets and the below mentioned 
example has been quoted directly from (Handaga et al., 2012) 
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Example 2.3: Consider the following example, where U={x1, x2, x3, x4} and 
 E= {e1, e2, e3}. Let two generalized fuzzy soft set over the parameterized universe 
(U,E). 










=
4.0
8.0
6.0
9.0
5.0
0.1
7.04.02.0
6.02.01.0
9.05.02.0
pF  
and 










=
9.0
7.0
5.0
1.0
1.0
9.0
2.04.04.0
2.05.05.0
2.03.04.0
δG  
Here  
 
( ) 0.82
1.3+1.5+1.1
0.5+0.1+0.111, =−=
∑ +
∑
−
−=
ii
ii
m
δρ
δρδρ
 
( )
9.013.05.04.02.0
9.013.05.04.02.0
1,1
+++++
−+−+−
−=GFm
 
 
( )
9.18.06.0
1.02.02.01,1
++
++
−=GFm
 
 
( ) 73.0
3.2
5.01,1 ≅−=GFm  
( )
1.05.05.02.05.01.0
1.05.05.02.05.01.0
1,2
+++++
−+−+−
−=GFm
 
 
( )
6.07.06.0
4.03.04.01,2
++
++
−=GFm
 
 
( ) 43.0
9.1
1.11,2 ≅−=GFm  
 
( )
1.09.04.04.04.02.0
1.09.04.04.04.02.0
1,3
+++++
−+−+−
−=GFm
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( )
18.06.0
8.02.01,3
++
+
−=GFm  
 
M1(F,G) ≅ 0.73; M2(F,G) ≅ 0.43; M3(F,G) ≅ 0.59.  Thus max [Mi (F, G)] ≅ 0.73. 
Hence the similarity between the two GFSS ρF and δG  will be ( )σρ GFS ,  = 
Mi(F,G) × m(ρ,σ) = 0.73 × 0.82 = 0.60  for universal fuzzy soft set where ρ = σ = 1 
and m(ρ,σ) = 1, then similarity S(Fρ,Gσ) = 0.73. In Example 2.3, calculations have 
been done while ignoring the fourth column. 
To sum up the discussion on distance measure similarity of fuzzy soft set, this 
study encompasses the third kind of distances (between two fuzzy sets). It is the 
most widely addressed in the literature, but not often in the context of image 
processing and classification. Seeing that, it is often required to compare two 
images, it is matter of interest that whether two images or patterns are identical or 
approximately identical or at least to what degree they are identical. This growth in 
research, as explained earlier, relates to the way the role of fuzzy soft set theory is 
gradually being transformed from primarily being concerned with theoretical 
aspects to becoming a solution to real world problems including decision making 
problems and pattern recognition. Therefore, it can be seen through the discussion 
made that the fuzzy soft set theory classification has developed to a pre-eminent 
position for mammogram images classification. Thus, pre-processing phase has 
been embedded in the development of proposed classification algorithm. 
2.5 Computer Aided Diagnosis System: An Overview 
Computer aided diagnosis system (CAD) is an imperative application of pattern 
recognition, computer science and image processing, aiming at assisting doctors in 
making diagnostic decisions (Fenton et al., 2013). In general, CAD system comprises 
of a set of pattern recognition algorithms, primarily to assist radiologists in detecting 
potentially diseased lesions. However, as the number of patients goes for diagnostic 
techniques, the volume of image data to be analyzed is also growing. As a result, the 
risk of failure in detecting abnormalities is very high (Marroco et al., 2010).  
To rectify this situation, CAD as a diagnostic technology was introduced to 
assist radiologists in reducing detection errors. This technology not only helps in 
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